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StarWind Deduplication SDK 
Keeps Data under Control
Expand capabilities. Reduce time to market.

Why Deduplication?
The problem of escalating data growth is getting ever acute and that makes software and hardware 
manufactures seek ways to enhance their custom products by powerful storage-saving technologies. 
The most advanced and promising technology to withstand the tsunami of data is DEDUPLICATION. 

Who will benefit the most and where to integrate?

Best-of-breed technology: 
Flexible. Powerful. Affordable!
StarWind Deduplication is offered as a software development kit that can be seamlessly embedded 
into your product. It provides valuable enhancement to any primary or Tier-2 storage, backup, or other 
solutions that process large amounts of data by reducing the network traffic and memory footprint. This 
technology shows the best results when applied to backup or VM data that are typically duplicated a lot.

Easy integration
With StarWind Deduplication SDK you can start making money really fast. The SDK package contains 
sample codes, integration notes, and the software library. StarWind also developed highly potent APIs that 
serve as connectors between StarWind SDK and OEMs solutions and ensure its seamless integration to any 
system. StarWind technical support team provides the overall assistance in implementation. Generally, you 
can start testing the SDK capabilities within 4-6 days after purchase.

Your success is our value and we 
strive to design the best solutions to 
outperform your expectations!

Key advantages

Disk space savings up to 90%

Data processed in-line

Small memory footprint and 
low CPU requirements

High performance

Open API

About StarWind

StarWind Software is an industry-
leading provider of high 
performance, easy-to-use, and 
affordable solutions for storage 
virtualization and management. 

StarWind also delivers its most 
advanced technologies as 
software development kits (SDK). 
Such an approach enables other 
software vendors and service 
providers to easily implement 
StarWind technologies within 
their own custom solutions.

Learn more by visiting:
www.starwindsoftware.com

Vendors Hardware 
Software 

Solutions
Primary or Tier-2 storage 
Backup products
Solutions processing large amount of duplicated data

Benefits
Fast integration of dedupe technology into any custom product
More value to customers with data optimization capabilities
Minimized R&D investments

High performance
The StarWind index takes approx. 2MB of disk space per 1GB of storage and is kept in RAM. This makes the search of unique data blocks very fast. 
Moreover, the speed of writes is close to the sequential write speed of the used disk and that makes StarWind Deduplication SDK one of the leading and 
best performing storage saving solutions available.
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In-line Deduplication Process

In-line deduplication
StarWind Deduplication SDK performs data analysis, hash-counting, and comparison 
with an index during the transfer from client to target before the data is written to disk. 
Thus, the system determines redundant blocks “on the fly” and does not consume extra 
time or storage. Only unique data blocks are written to disk thereby providing for a 
small memory footprint and reducing network traffic and time for data transfer to the 
storage disk. 


